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ASTRONOMERS
ASSAIL
CREATIONISM

Andrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
San Francisco, California

EDITOR'S NOTE The following position statement is reproduced by
permission of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
I am opening to suggestion (and debate) whether or not
the International Planetarium Society should also adopt
an official stance on the same matter.
The Board of Directors of the Astronomical Society
of the Pacific unanimously passed the following resolution
at its summer 1982 meeting:
"As scientists and educators, we are concerned that a
religious doctrine called 'scientific creationism' or 'creation
science' is being advanced as a scientific alternative to the
evolution of the physical and biological world.
"Among its many dubious tenets, creationism proposes
that the age of the universe is only a few thousand years,
an idea that flatly contradicts both the physical evidence
that has been accumulating for centuries and its logical
interpretation. An examination of that evidence clearly
indicates ages for the Earth, the solar system, and the
Milky Way Galaxy that are vastly older than a few thousand
years.
"The radioactive dating of materials from the Earth,
the Moon, and meteorites shows the age of the solar system

to be at least 4.6 billion years. The abundances of heavier
elements and the evolution of the great globular clusters
of stars show that our Galaxy is substantially older. Moreover, these methods of age determination (while they are
the major ones) do not stand alone; there are many other
independent strands of evidence that point to similar
conclusions. In fact, the vast sizes of astronomical systems
virtually demand that we think in terms of millions to
billions of years. The light from distant galaxies, for instance, requires more than a billion years just to reach the
Earth.
"The evidence further indicates that evolutionary
change is not merely a biological process, but one that
characterizes the entire physical universe. It is clear that
large-scale and long-term changes in the cosmos as a whole
had to occur to produce the stars, the heavier elements, and
ultimately the planetary system in which we live before
biological evolution on Earth could even begin. To deny
this process of cosmic evolution is to deny centuries of
scientific evidence and thought and to turn back to a
worldview based in superstition andignorance.
"Creationism is not a science, but rather an expression
of the religious beliefs of a small minority. As such, it has
no place in museums, science classes, or science textbooks."
END
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TELESCOPE:
A STEP TO THE STAR
Chau Yuen-wah

One .of the mast saphisticated salar telescapes in the
warld is helping Hang Kang yaung peaple understand the
warkings .of the sun.
The telescape, or heliastat, is haused in the Hall .of
Salar Sciences at the Hang Kang Space Museum. The hall
has been set up at a cast .of aver .one millian Hang Kang
dallars (~90,000; US $166,000) as a part .of the museum's
drive ta faster and develap an interest in space amang the
5.2 millian residents .of this small territary an the edge .of
China. The telescape itself casts anather millian dallars.
Even with aut the new salar hall and telescape the
Space Museum must rank amang the leading facilities .of
its type anywhere. It has a highly-saphisticated planetarium
which presents skyshaws using a star prajectar and related
equipment; an exhibitian hall which hauses items such as
an actual space capsule; and it has a sizable baok shap
selling publicatians and pasters an man's explaratian .of
space.

When asked why a hall shauld be dedicated specifically
ta the study .of the sun, the director .of the Space Museum,
Mr. H.C. Liu, answered: "The sun is .our nearest star and it
exerts the greatest influence an the Earth. Ta knaw it is a
step tawards understanding .our Earth and ta understanding
the stars. The sun is a canstant tapic .of interest amang
amateur astronamers and we are happy ta cater far this
'interest."
The heliastat is the principal feature of the hall and it
was jointly designed by Mr. Liu and a Japanese optical
campany. Pasitianed an the roaf .of the museum, the
instrument fallaws the movement .of the sun automatically
and projects an image dawn inta the hall.
Once the image is received it is duplicated for a variety
of uses. A one-meter image appears an a screen which
proves very useful in the presentatian .of lectures and talks.
Smaller multiple images are projected anta a flat surface
where children .or anyane wha is interested can trace
(continued next page)
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A view of the Space Musuem, the first
part of a large cultural development
project in Tsimshatsui, Hong Kong.

details, such as sunspots, with paper and pencil for comparison on their next visit. Solar prominences and flares can be
seen through eyepices. The sun's light is also split into a
spectrum through which chemical elements can be identified on a panel. All these devices rely upon the heliostat
on the roof.
The rest of the solar hall presents a full back up to the
heliostat. Visitors receive a general briefmg about the sun
from a film projected onto three screens near the entrance.
Twelve groups of exhibits in the hall all center around
the theme of the sun. Among the topics dealt with are the
structure of the sun, an explanation of solar phenomena,
a history of solar research and advice on safety measures
required when looking at the sun. A fully comprehensive
coverage of the subject is attempted.
6

Looking at the impressive installations in the hall, it
may appear that a vast amount of money has been spent to
provide them. But Mr. Liu explains: "All the equipment
and machinery is locally manufactured
including a
computer we use. Most of the films are produced by our
own staff."

An important ingredient with visitors to the popularity
of the new hall is the large number of audio-visual facilities.
These offer clear explanations of complex scientific
theories and of phenomena which laymen might otherwise
find difficult to understand. A tribute to the effectiveness
of this approach is the fact that the hall is most crowded
on weekends when whole families pay a visit for an astronomy session.
All film shows and commentaries in the hall feature
alternate Chinese and English sound-tracks in view of the
cosmopolitan make up of Hong Kong's population.
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A corner of the Hall of Solar Sciences where
pictures illustrating the history of solar
research line the wall and a screen
provides a general briefing
about the sun.

(continued next page)
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The Director of the Hong Kong Space Museum,
Mr. H.C. Liu, standing next to the heliostat
which was jointly designed by him and a
Japanese optical company.
Audiences are encouraged to manipulate some of the
equipment to get information for themselves. In the section
'Time, Season and Calendar,' visitors push buttons to see
four curves which relate climatic conditions to solar
activity.
Since their opening, the Solar Hall and the Space
Museum have been very popular. For HK$2 (18p; US33¢),
visitors can spend up to three hours in the solar hall. An
additional hour in the general Space Museum costs HK$3
(27p; US50¢), while the hour-long planetarium show is
another HK$10 (90p; US$1.60). For those who work late,
solar images are recorded during the day, and the full
program is available for everyone's inspection.
Popular features of the solar hall are three microcomputers situated next to the exit door. After exploring
the exhibits and displays visitors face questions displayed

on a screen and the micro-computers award marks for
correct answers. To achieve a full score very close study is
required. Nevertheless, young people in particular line up
to test their knowledge.
The Space Museum is financially supported by the
Urban Council, which has an important role in promoting
culture and providing recreational facilities for the people
of Hong Kong. The museum is the first part of a large
development project in the popular Tsimshatsui tourist
area of Kowloon, which will soon see concert and exhibition halls rise beside the waterfront.
The distinguishing semi-oval shape of the Space
Museum makes it stand out when the Tsimshatsui peninsula is viewed from the island of Hong Kong. But it stands
out in another, equally important sense too; it is bringing
wonders of the sun and stars down to the man in the street.
END
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MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT
FORAN
AUDIENCE-PARTICIPATION SPECIAL EFFECT
Alan J. Friedman and Alan Gould
William K. Holt Planetarium
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California, Berkeley

Color is a subject of significant appeal to most people,
and it is also a tool of great value for astronomers. Through
analyzing colors of light, astronomers determine the temperatures of stars and the composition of celestial bodies.
In the process of developing a participatory planetarium
program on the astronomical uses of color, we found a
simple means of challenging the audience to think about
the rules of color perception and about the study of color
in general. This activity can be done in any size planetarium, although our own tests have been made over the past

three years in the 20-foot dome of the William K. Holt
Planetarium, and in the 16-foot dome of our Starlab. Our
interest in using monochromatic light was based on a planetarium activity using this concept developed by Charles
Foell at the Centenr:ial Schools Planetarium, Warminster,
Pennsylvania.
The procedure is to flood the dome with monochromatic light, in several colors in turn. Dichroic floodlights,
simply mounted with mylar filters, provide inexpensive
(continued nextpage) 9
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Caution: ordinary cellophane or acetate filters will
melt. Our local theater supply store carries mylar filters
under the brand name "Roscolux."
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sources of quite pure light. These ISO-Watt incandescent
lamps are each sufficient to illuminate a small planetarium
for a dark-adapted audience. For a larger planetarium,
additional lamps would be necessary. Replication procedures are given at the end of this paper.
The effect of a bright but monochromatic illumination
is to produce an eerie environment with lots of opportunities for experimentation. Charles Foell asks each visitor to
examine the clothing of the people sitting on either side.
In pure red light, for example, blue jeans are indistinguishable from black jeans.
Our most spectacular effect is achieved by giving pieces
of a colored fabric to the audience after turning off all
lights except the monochromatic red. When seen under this
illumination, the fabric appears to have alternating stripes
of equal width, in one light and one dark color. We invite
members of the audience to examine the cloth very carefully and closely, to be certain that they can make the
best guess as to its color and pattern. The colors are typically described as red or white and grey or green, with
little confidence or agreement. The pattern is unanimously
described as simple alternating stripes.
We quickly switch to green light, and the cloth seems
to undergo an amazing transformation. We have had children grip the cloth firmly and accuse us of having snatched
away the original. The light stripe acquires a vivid dark
zig-zag throughout its length. The formerly dark stripe
turns much lighter. These effects produce "ohs" and "ahs"
and a burst of explanations for what happened. People
drastically revise their conceptions of the original colors.
We are usually asked to switch back to red light so that
people can recheck the evidence of their eyes. Finally,
we switch to blue light and invite the audience to decide
what they think the colors "really" are - what they will
look like in white light. We suggest that individuals discuss
their ideas with the people sitting next to them to see if
they can agree on the colors and patterns on the cloth. This
discussion allows audience members to clarify their thinking, and gives them confidence to offer their conclusions
to the whole group. Finally, we turn on the red, blue, arid
green lights together. The audience sees the result - white
light and the "true" colors of the fabric - yellow and
green stripes with an orange zig-zag in the yellow.
This activity introduces a broad-ranging program on
uses of color. Among the topics are the rules of color
perception: What determines what color we see under
given circumstances of illumination? A fundamental point
in astronomy is that the apparent color of an object always
depends on the mix of colors illuminating it, as well as the
spectral sensitivity of the observing device (eye or film or
video camera).

What we call "real" colors are by no means universal.
A detecting device sensitive to a different mix, including
either narrower or broader range than the red-to-violet of
our eyes, would record a different set of "real" or "true"
colors for objects. The program continues by discussing the
ramifications of these concepts for "invisible" astronomy,
using ultra-violet, infrared, radio or gamma-ray colors.
Additional participation activities include audience use of
color filters and diffraction gratings.

REPLICATION:
Finding a good color sample that will undergo spectacular changes is the only difficult part of replicating this
effect. Equipped with lamps and filters, one of our staff
members (Michael Askins) went to a local fabric store and
sifted through dozens of fabrics, finding two that made
dramatic changes under a color shift. The basic challenge
is to find a pattern composed of two colors that reflect the
same amount of one of the monochromatic light sources.
In our case, the orange zig-zag and the yellow stripe reflect
almost exactly the same amount of red light so that the
zig-zag blends invisibly into the yellow background. We
purchased a dozen yards of the fabric and cut it into strips
a foot wide. With occasional washing, the cloth has lasted
through several hundred shows.
For a larger planetarium, the color samples might be
small pieces of fabric, or might be printed colors on pieces
of paper, cardboard or plastic. A generous application of
trial-and-error strategy will be required to find practical
samples. A single large piece of color pattern might be
attached to a wall, but we believe that would be much less
effective in stimulating audiences than small pieces which
they each can hold. After all, audiences are used to seeing
tricks happen on the dome. When the trick happens in
their own hands, the effect is much more special.
The dichroic floodlights we use are manufactured by
General Electric, with part numbers l50PAR / FL / B,
lSOPAR/FL/G, and 150 PAR/FL/R for the blue, green,
and red colors respectively. These bulbs become quite hot
and must be used in porcelain sockets, available at any
hardware store.
Even a small amount of extraneous white light will
spoil the effects. Because some white light leaks out of
the sides of these bulbs, we enclose each in an opaque
ventilated cylinder, larger in diameter than the bulb itself,
so that the cylinders do not touch the hot glass. To further
maintain the purity of the colors, we add a mylar filter of
approximately the same color as each lamp. The filters are
glued in cardboard caps which fit loosely over the cylinders.
The caps also serve as light baffles for the upper set of
ventilation holes (see drawing).
We welcome comments or suggestions for further
activities using monochromatic light sources.
END
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ANOTHER ACTIVITY FOR
MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT
Ken Miller
Pacific Science Center
Seattle, Washington

Thousands of families stream through the Pacific
Science Center from December 26th to January 2nd
each year for an event we call Science Circus. We use
Circus to thank our patrons for their support and to test
prototypes for future exhibits or programs. In 1981, the
planetarium staff was given the task of creating a special
15 to 20 minute "teaser" show to introduce our inflatable
Starlab planetarium dome in a non-astronomical mode.
Having seen the success of the color program at the
Lawrence Hall of Science, we did what all good planetarians
do. We "borrowed" their idea! Since this program was to
have little or no relationship to astronomy by intent, we
went a bit further in testing the audience's perceptions.
We introduced another activity to be done after the one
already described.
After demonstrating how the lights behaved on primary-colored posters, and secondary-colored materials like
their clothes, we stated that there would now be a "quiz."
A color slide of a simple landscape was shown. This
was a photo of a felt-board scene featuring a blue lake,
yellow sun, and green tree with red apples and a brown
trunk. The audience was told to study the picture and to
think how each color would look under only one color of
light at a time.
Then groups of 4 to 6 people each were given a cafeteria tray to which white felt had been cemented with a
spray adhesive. A silhouette of the earlier scene had been
drawn with a black permanent marker on the tray. Each
group was given a sealed plastic container (margarine tub)
full of pre-cut colored felt pieces to complete the scene.
The group was unaware that besides the properly colored
lakes, apples, suns, tree trunks and leaves, there were also
12

at least two incorrectly colored lakes, etc. So each group
actually had blue apples, pink suns, orange apples, and
more.
The red lights were turned on, the containers were
dumped out onto the trays, and the fun began. After satisfying themselves that they each had a good scene in red
light, we switched to blue, and later green. At each color
change of lights, they would shuffle colored pieces, until,
after two cycles, everyone was "finished." Then all the
lights were turned on and results were compared. While
occasionally there were groups with rather bizzare-Iooking
results, at least 50% got perfect results, and most missed
only one or two secondary-colored objects.
The audiences, of ages 3 to 80 years old, perceived the
activity as a fun way to check what they had learned, and
to learn a bit more. Many teachers in the audience, took
notes and later asked where to buy the filters so that they
could duplicate the activity in their darkened classrooms.
We would echo the advice given above that material
selection must be done with a handful of filters and a lot of
trial and error. You will find 20 or more "red" filters
in a theatrical lighting supply store. There are even more
shades in a fabric store. The trick is to settle only for
filters and primary fabrics which are pure; ie., your red
fabric must turn absolutely black when viewed under white
light, but through the blue or green filters. Very little or no
light from a white bulb should ~]5ass through a red and blue
filter package held up to your eye, and so on.
Overall, our "Color ;Dome Show" was one of the hits
Qf Science Circus '81, and we would like to. thank the
people from the Holt Planetarium, and others, for sharing
END
a real winning idea.
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The Planetarium at the St. Charles Parish Library is
a small (6.1 m/ 20ft) facility located in the West Bank
Region just off U.S. 90, about 20 miles west of New
Orleans, Louisiana. The planetarium serves a parishwide
population of some 37,000, providing public, school, and
special group programming.
The planetarium (along with the rest of the facility)
was built in 1976 and opened to the public in 1977. The
projector is a Viewlex Apollo III which has been modified
for the specialized environment of the Library. Origipal
plans for the West Bank (of the Mississippi River, which
bisects the Parish) building called for a large meeting room.
Some forward-looking members of the Library Board of
Trustees, however, arranged for the pre-construction
conversion of this room into a planetarium sporting a fiberglass dome in the 30' x 35' room.

down position) are surrounded by a box whose lid can be
padlocked when the projector is not in use. This set-up
also solves the portability problem since the lift is now
mounted on lockable wheels. By unplugging two 110
VAC cords at the bottom of the box and unlocking the
wheels, the whole thing can be locked up in an adjacent
storage room (which also serves as darkroom, electronic
shop, wood shop, and "breaker-box central"). The Viewlex
control console has been removed and replaced by a plywood podium containing our small (but vastly improved)
array of sound system components, and our projector
control system. To operate things we use 3 BSR-type RF
dimming/switching units. The keypads are recessed into the
top of the podium, along with 3 Carousel remotes and 9
hard-wired lamp/motor switch combinations. The podium
is on wheels, and is stored out of the chamber each evening.

Originally, the projector was operated using the standard Viewlex automation system, with the projector
located in the center of the room. But since the planetarium was not being used as such all the time, the "chamber" was also booked as a meeting room. Because chairs
were not fixed to the floor, this dual duty was at least
feasible .. There was one problem, however: the Viewlex
was extremely heavy, and very difficult to move, although
it could be done with advance notice.

The AC power is supplied from the ceiling in the form of a
double outlet. All podium controls (including those for the
speakers) are grouped in a large wire-harness which splits
into five Cinch-Jones plugs and a lone AC plug (sound
system power). The remaining AC ceiling outlet is' used
to power a reading lamp.' Each group of planetarium effects
is assigned to a breaker in the storage room, which insures
that an unwanted signal from the BSR units will not turn
on a projector unexpectedly.

Over the last few years, numerous improvements have
been made to the facility. To make the projector more
secure and also more portable, it was taken off the standard
control console, and mounted instead on an automotive
hydraulic lift. The lift and projector (with the former in the

The current configuration allows us to control up to 16
special effects proiectors on each of the BSR units. In order
to "patch" effects into the system, all we have to do is
change the code on the appliance or lamp module which
the effect is plugged into.

(continued next page)
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As mentioned earlier, our facility offers public shows,
school shows, and special group presentations. We do not
charge a fee for any of our services. The planetarium is
treated as a regular branch of the Library and receives a
modest operating budget from it. The Library is funded
in turn by a millage which is voted upon every 10 years
(there are five years to go on the current millage). We
give shows on Monday and Wednesday evenings at 7:30 pm,
and Thursday matinees at 2:00 pm during June and July.
School and group shows are scheduled on a first-come
first-serve basis.
The planetarium seats 40 comfortably, although we
did have 88 people crammed in for one showing of Planets
of Doom! . Yes, we can do Hansen shows - a recently
installed cove and some well-placed holes in the dome
allow for this.
Most of these "modern conveniences" were in place
and operating when I took over as Permanent Director in
February of this year. I was formerly used to much larger
facilities (the Abrams Planetarium at Michigan State University, and Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles), and
thought that I'd be roughing it out in the swamp (we've

14

got one behind the building). You can imagine my surprise
when I found out that my first show was to be the fulllength version of Planets of Doom!! We could even do 90%
of the called-for special effects!

It seemed for a while that my main problem was
making people aware that there was a planetarium out here.
That was readily solved by contacting the New Orleans
daily paper, the local weekly paper and getting on the
community calendars of a few radio stations. During April
and May, I borrowed lunar and meteoritic samples from
NASA. I visited with over 1,600 local school children and
had over 400 attend special public shows while the samples
were in my possession. In all, I have seen more people
during 30 sessions in May than the previous director had in
all of 1981!
While I am the only full-time staff member at the
Planetarium, I do have a very reliable part-timer, who is
a full-time electronics technician. Needless to say, we save
a great deal in repair costs.
While I am very happy with our facility, next year will
END
see even more improvements ...
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Sheldon Schafer

Please welcome this new feature, and
its Associate Editor, to
the Planetarian staff
Ed.

LETTER NO. 1
February 1, 1982
Bell and Howell Mamiya Company
1 Mamiya Drive
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
Attn: National Service Manager
Jim Pacholski
RE: Your repair No. 130288 (?) from
lens & Camera
Peoria,IL
Transaction No. 617288 received 11/13/81
lens & Camera Customer No. 124767
Dear Mr. Pacholski:

All of us from time to time have problems with equipment and manufacturers. Usually these are resolved agreeably. However, on occasion, the problem persists. This new
column is intended to address such problems. The concept
of a consumer-oriented column isn't unique to the planetarium profession. In fact such columns abound in various
newspapers and publications with varying guidelines for the
manner in which a complaint or problem is addressed. I
intend to pattern this column after a similar column which·
has appeared in "The Reflector" - the newsletter of the
Astronomical League - for some time. As such it will serve
as a forum to alert us and our suppliers alike to problem
areas; it should not be a means to 'get back' at suppliers.
To achieve this I will try to include as much supplier/
customer dialogue as seems appropriate to present both
sides fairly. If the customer is unable to initiate any
response from a particular vendor, I will try myself before
any dialogue is printed. I am also aware that problems with
established planetarium manufacturers could quickly overwhelm this column. However, these problems are fairly
well known to most of us and from that standpoint deserve
less attention. Thus, it is my intention to focus on the
many suppliers of peripheral hardware and software, at
least at first. Star projector problems addressed here will be
confined to only those suppliers just entering the marketplace, about whom we know nothing.
In order to kick this column off to a flying start,
I'm supplying the first dialogue that I had with the manufacturer of a new Bell and Howell 16mm movie projector.
Much to my surprise (and perhaps'Yours too) I wasn't
corresponding with Bell and Howell at all. They have
sold the right to use their name to Osawa. The following
three letters should explain the situation:

I am writing concerning Bell and Howell's handling of
the above mentioned warranty repair and subsequent
refusal to consider any responsibility for damages to
a "mint" copy of a mm being shown when the projector malfunctioned.
The mm, on the "Multiple Mirror Telescope" had just
been purchased by Mr. R.P. Van Zandt as a donation
to the Astronomical league, the largest organization
of amateur astronomers in the U.S. Except for one
preview, it had never been shown. During its first
showing to the Peoria Astronomical Society, a
scratch began to appear on the mm. After perhaps
5-10 minutes the scratch had become so deep that the
debris being created began to obscure the edge of the
frame, at which point the mm was stopped. While
investigating the cause, we discovered that one of the
screws in the mm track (which apparently was too
long) had vibrated and advanced itself into the mm
path where it made contact with the mm. In the
process of making the discovery, we did back the
screw away from the mm.
Your repair department, as nearly as we can tell,
replaced the screw, but declared that the projector
had been "tampered" with and this absolved your
firm of any responsibility for replacement of the
mm ...
Even if touching an obviously loose screw is tampering by your strictest definition, in the process of
saving the rest of the film, such action was inevitable ...
Signed: Sheldon Schafer
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LETTER NO. 2
OSAWA & CO.
ONE MAMIYA COURT
KENSINGTON CENTER
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056

LETTER NO.3

312-635-5000
March 29, 1982
March 25, 1982
Mr. Z.H. Freed, President
Lens & Camera Company
109 S. Monroe Street
Peoria, IL 61602
RE: Your Repair No. J24767
Model 1575A, Serial No. 0148052
Request for Warranty Repair
Our Service Receiving Report No. 130286
Dear Mr. Freed:
The circumstances surrounding the above unit has
been brought to my attention by Mr. Sheldon
Schafer , Planetarium/Audio-Visual Director of the
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Sciences, as well as Mr.
R.P. Van Zandt of the Peoria Astronomical Society,
Inc. Copies of their respective letters are attached.
This unit was purchased by Lakeview Museum on
10/24/80, and returned to you approximately one
year later, just prior to the one year warranty expiration.

Mr. R.P. Van Zandt

Dear Van,
I received a copy today of Mr. Pacholski's letter to
Mr. Freed of "Lens and Camera" concerning the
damage to your film.
Although I can't argue with Bell and Howell's claim
that their projector warranty does not extend to film
damage, I certainly take issue with their assertion that
the machine had been tampered with. There is no
question in my mind that if the pressure plate was
assembled wrong as they suggest, it came that way
from the factory and they simply discovered that
the projector's original factory defect caused the
damage. Their attempt to shift the blame for the
film damage from their projector is simply not
supported by the facts ...
Signed:

Sheldon Schafer

We received the unit on 11/13/81. Upon inspection
of the unit, we found that the machine was tampered
with. The pressure plate had been disassembled and
reassembled wrong causing the film to be scratched.
Our stated limited one year warranty policy warrants
that the product will function properly for one year
from date of original consumer purchase, or Osawa
will, at its option, either repair or replace it without
charge. Furthermore, our warranty excludes any
incidental and consequential damages, such as damaged film, film processing costs, costs of picturetaking trips, lack of care, non warranties service, etc.
Signed: Jim Pacholski
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Although not too agreeably, this case is closed. Perhaps
should have noted in my introduction that I can only
END
provide the dialogue, not work miracles.

CREATIVE
CORNER
Eric Melenbrink

ATTENTION LUMILINE LAMP USERS

By now, many of you are probably aware that colored
LumiLine Lamps are no longer being manufactured. After
checking with many sources, the only color available
(other than white) is pink. There were several cases of these
sitting in a warehouse in Chicago.
Now the major question is how to handle the lack of
colored lamps. There are several alternatives:

1.

You can stick with white lamps only (this is the least
expensive alternative, but doesn't make for a very
convincing twilight on the dome.)

2.

The lamps can be stained (this has to be the most time
consuming and costly, since the stain will probably
fade off several times during the life of the lamp.)

3.

The LumiLine lamp sockets can be replaced with
regular incandescent sockets (this is also a very costly
and time consuming proposition, however you may be
further ahead in the long run, especially if the lamp
manufacturers decide to drop white & clear LumiLines
from their inventories in the years to come.)

4.

Use some form of plastic sleeve to tint the color (this
is moderately expensive initially, but this seems like
one of the best alternatives.)

The Editor welcomes Eric to the reins of this popular
column, and urges readers to submit their latest special
effects gadgets/ideas to him for consideration.

Assuming that you decide to go with alternative No.
4 above, there are still several methods you can choose
between. The least expensive would be to make your own
sleeves out of thin colored plastic (such as the translucent
theme-paper covers that can be purchased in bookstores
for about 39¢.)
This plastic can be cut to size easily,
wrapped around the lamp and then taped or stapled at the
seam. They will become brittle with age, and have been
known to tear fairly easily, so they will need periodic
maintenance.
The other form of sleeve is one that is pre-made from
plastic tubing, fairly rigid and durable. While more costly
than the above method, it is by far the most maintenance
proof. After some exhaustive research into types, sizes and
colors of tubing available, only 2 sources have been found.
The first source you are probably aware of: Spitz Space
Systems; the second source is Almac Plastics, which distributes a product known as Arm-A Lite.
There are five major differences between the two
sleeves:
1.

Spitz has three colors available: yellow, light blue and
dark blue. Arm-A Lite comes in: medium blue, red,
pink, yellow, go:d, green & clear. (A recent call to
Spitz indicated that they do not intend to add any
additional colors in the near future; for those of you
with more than two colors of lamps, or who don't
care for yellow, you are out of luck.)
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2.

The covers from Spitz are translucent and seem to do
a good job. The Arm-A Lite covers are transparent
and also do a good job.

3.

Spitz sells the covers cut to the exact length of a
LumiLine. Arm-A Lite comes in 4' or 8' lengths and
has to be cut to length. (Due to the extreme thinness
of this material it cuts very easily on a regular table
saw, band saw or with a hacksaw. The 8' pieces are the
best bargain since you can cut 5 covers from each
length with about 6" of waste; the 4' only yields 2
covers/length with l' of waste.)
The Spitz covers are 1~" in diameter (allowing for
about 1/8" gap between the lamp and the sleeves.)
The Arm-A Lite covers are 11h" in diameter (allowing
for ~" between lamp and sleeve.)

4.

5.

Spitz sells their covers for $3.00 each (they did indicate that they are offering a discount to planetariums
who order all of the covers they'll need at one time).
Arm-A Lite costs about 90¢ each (true cost is $4.32/8'
length plus shipping which is minimal since the material is so light).

Arm-A Lite is manufactured as a cover to be used on
flourescent light bulbs, which explains its length and
Since it is mass produced the cost is kept
diameter.
relatively low. To obtain colored plastic tubing like Spitz
has available, it would have to be custom ordered which
naturally raises the price. So, if you're concerned about
the larger diameter (which will take up more room, but
may help with keeping the lamp cool) or with having to get
the material cut to length, then Spitz seems to provide the
best at~swer at this time.

At Abrams Planetarium, East Lansing, Michigan we had
3 banks of cove lights: red, yellow and blue. About 21h
years ago we had trouble finding red LumiLines, and John
Hare of the Bishop Planetarium, Bradenton, Florida offered
to sell me all of the colored plastic tubing he had (later
found to be Arm-A Lite.) In June of. 1980 we replaced
our red lamps with the red sleeves and our yellow lamps
were replaced with green sleeves (that'd make a good name
for a song!). We had quite a stock of blue lamps and didn't
need to change them until this year, so we have just ordered
enough blue Arm-A Lite to cover the 90 blue lamps we
need. It is possible to purchase end caps for the Arm-A
Lite (similar to the Spitz Foam Spacer), but they will need
to be modified. Since the material is designed for florescent lights, the end caps come with one or two small holes,
which have to be enlarged for the Lumi-Line to fit through.
We installed the end caps on about half of our lamps, and
left the other half alone. I really don't see a need for the
caps; the small amount of white light that can slip through
the end of the sleeve is no more noticable than the lack
. of any color of light due to the end caps or foam spacers
(neither of these effects are noticable at all). Also, some of
the Arm-A Lite plastic has been resting directly on lamps
for the full two years, and has not deformed in any way, or
faded.
So it seems that both sleeves (Spitz and Arm-A Lite)
have their advantages. If you're interested in the Arm-A
Lite, the least expensive source I've been able to find is
Almac Plastics, Inc. They have 15 regional warehouses
across the United States. Almost all of the offices have
toll-free numbers, so it would be advisable to call (800)
555-1212 to obtain the number to use in your area. In
END
Arizona contact Antex Plastics of Phoenix.

"Skip that place. Instead of passing out candy, he's pointing out constellations!"
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FOCUS
ON
EDUCATION
Mark S. Sonntag

WAGNER COLLEGE'S PLANETARIUM COURSE WORK
Tom Hamilton

Wagner College (631 Howard Avenue, Staten Island,
NY 10301) offers a sequence of three courses in planetarium production work. These are Planetarium Methodology (Fall semesters), Planetarium Technology (Spring
semesters), and Planetarium Internship (available any time,
for from 1 to 6 credits). There is also a one-credit summer
workshop, normally given the last week of June.

(we have slides of almost 70 makes, representing all manufacturers), and the construction of special effects. Students
are required to build a special effect and use it in a show of
their own creation. Again, they are required to visit other
planetariums, this time to examine their spe.cial effects
projectors.

Planetarium Methodology first teaches the workings
of the college's own planetarium (a Spitz A3P' in a 30-foot
dome, seating 90 unidirectionally, with a partial pan
system, slew, sound system, etc.). Students then analyze
various planetarium shows along several different dim en sions. Our course philosophy suggests that successful
planetarium shows incorporate educational, scientific, and
dramatic elements, with a proper balance of each. Are these
shows primarily a star presentation, slide show, specialeffects show, or an integrated presentation of all? Program
topics and their appropriateness to various audiences are
further examined. Students must attend one show a week;
several of these required are to be viewed at other nearby
planetariums, and they report back'to the class on them.
Grades are based upon this report, and on shows which
students are required to give themselves. Their first show is
a 15 to 20 minute presentation to the class, which critiques the student's work. The three remaining shows each
student gives are to visiting groups.

Planetarium Internship can be taken more than once,
until the student has accumulated six credits. It is a variation on student teaching. Our students either teach a course
for gifted junior-high school students (which we have been
running for nine years in conjunction with the local school
board), or they will be assigned as a student teacher in a
local school with a planetarium.

Planetarium Technology examines how planetariums
are made, the many different models built over the years

Further information may be obtained by contacting
END
me directly.

The summer workshop is usually devoted to a special
topic; typically, it is the area of participatory programs.
Students expecting to enter the planetarium field will
take the above courses, as well as all the astronomy classes
Wagner College has to offer: Solar System Astronomy,
Stars and Galaxies (which include a lab for each, teaching
the use of telescopes), and History of Astronomy. In
addition, courses in theater management, photography,
science education, business, statistics, and various other
sciences are either required or recommended.
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"COMPUTER SOFTWARE"
PART 1

JAMES
BROWN
Without a doubt the Planetarium profession is turning
more and more towards computers. Examples abound; the
Digistar planetarium projector (soon to be installed in Richmond, Virginia), computer-operated exhibits, computer
classrooms, computer-operated sky shows, the list goes on.
With this in view, I would like to look at several astronomy /
space science computer programs (or software as the jargon
goes) in this issue.
Available for the Apple II, 48K and the Atari, 48K is
RENDEZVOUS, a sharp little program from Edu-Ware
Service, Inc. In four phases, RENDEZVOUS simulates
an actual space shuttle flight from Earth including Liftoff,
Orbital Rendezvous, Approach to Alignment and Docking
with a space station.
RENDEZVOUS's high-resolution graphics and animation capture the drama and difficulty of space navigation.
Shuttle liftoff and flight conditions are governed by gravitational forces, thrust, and your own piloting skills. Distance
and engine burn time complicate your orbital calculations.
Throughout the final alignment and docking sequence
you will view the rotating space station as it would appear
through a space craft's anterior window. 3-D Solid-Structure Graphics @ bring to life the massive bulk and solidity
of the space station and docking bay. In a precisely timed
operation, you must maneuver your craft around the
station and into the narrow, tunnel-like bay.
Once docking is achieved, a sophisticated algorithm
scores your performance. Maneuvers are implemented with
either keyboard or joystick controls.
Recommended for individual players, 13 and over.
Suitable for classroom applications in General Science,
Earth Science, and Physics.
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The author of the program is Wes Huntress, a senior
research scientist at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. He
manages programs in Earth and Planetary atmospheric
sciences and pursues his own research into the chemistry
of planetary atmospheres, comets and interstellar space.
I recommend this program to anyone owning an Apple
II or Atari computer. The price is right for what you get; at
$39.95 it is a real bargain. You can get this program at most
computer shops or from Edu-Ware Services, Inc;, P.O. Box
22222, Agoura, CA 91310.
Here at the Adler Planetarium we have a computer
classroom that is equipped with six (6) Apple II Plus
computers, all with video-tape interact, a 20-megabite
Corvus Hardisk, and an Omninet system that allows each of
the computers to access the Corvus independently. Since
we are writing some of the programs ourselves, we felt it
necessary to use some of the graphics capabilities of the
Apple. To do this we have recently purchased THE COMPLETE GRAPHICS SYSTEM II and the GRAPHICS
MAGICIAN from Penguin Software, 830 4th Avenue,
Geneva, IL 60134. The Complete Graphics System II allows
the user to design and use high resolution pictures that are
program controlled. The manual is a little "foggy" in some
places, but if you have any programming skills at all you
should be able to have your first picture within an hour
after you start. The basic price for this program is $69.95.
The Graphics Magician will permit fast, smooth animation
and hundreds of pictures to your program. Both programs
have access to a color palette of over 100 colors to create
pictures and objects. The manual for tltis program is also a
bit vague in places, but again, you should have your first
animated figure within 60 minutes. The Graphics Magician
can be yours for $59.95. I would suggest you buy them as a
set if you plan to dQ much graphics work with your Apple
Computer. Both require an Apple II, 48K and disk drive.
END

Jack Dunn

In the past, I have said that there is no sure-fire piece
of music for all your planetarium shows. Now I would like
to comment on some widely practiced habits. There seems
to be an affliction known as the "Moon-June Syndrome."
Just because the word sky, or moon is in the title of a song
does not make it an instant candidate for your soundtrack.
Also in this category are the names of planets or stars.
Again this does not guarantee that you can use it for
foreground or background music. The composer may have
been inspired by the stars - but more than likely, he was
not thinking of a planetarium show when he wrote it.
An example: In our recent moon show we discussed
(tongue-in-cheek) how the moon has inspired songwriters
and poets. In the 1982 Sky Interpretation Resource Bulletin, Von del Chamberlain listed a number of songs from
the Smithsonian Division of Performing Arts by title category. We chose ten titles to symbolize this moon fascination, and we put them 'up on the dome. Here they are!
Keep Sweeping the Cobwebs Off the Moon
Me and the Man in the Moon
Moonlight Savings Time
Moon Burn
Moonlight on the Campus
Moonlight and Pretzels
Polkadots and Moonbeams
Absent-Minded Moon
If You Stub Your Toe on the Moon
The Moon is High and So Am I
Do you really think any of these would make good
planetarium music - except as a joke? Some people carry

this to even greater extremes. Do not be misled. Just
because some record producer stuck a picture of the
Andromeda Galaxy or M51 on the cover, don't assume an
album has suitable soundtrack music. Back in 1971 Ringo
Starr came out with an album called "Goodnight Vienna."
On the cover was a great shot of the robot "Gort" from
"The Day The Earth Stood Still." On the back was a nice
color photo of the Trifid Nebula. I defy anyone to fmd
something usable in this album.
Yes, Holst: "The Planets" does happen to work out in
some applications. So does Mozart's "Eine Klein Nachtmusik." But this is dependent on the situation - not on its
title.
Everyone has heard of "Moon River." It's a nice song.
Suppose I put it behind some narration. The audience is
going to recognize it. They'll sit there trying to remember
the words. Thi's is the "Sing-along Syndrome." Those who
don't remember the title will sit there trying to think of it.
Your narration is foiled again!
This recognition factor also works against you in using
music from widely-known mms such as "Star Wars,"
"Star Trek" and "Raiders of the Lost Ark." Besides being
illegal and stretching your luck (these people are some of
the most sensitive to copyrights), again the audience will
be tempted to listen to the music and not your narrator.
When used in the foreground it is merely cliched and
slightly tacky.
I hope all of you will listen seriously to the music you
choose for your shows. Experiment! Be creative - not
just imitative. Sure, you can go out and buy another copy
of Grieg's ~'Morning," but along with it, why don't you try
a copy of "Harvest" by Matrix (BABLO 2312-121) or some
END
Stockhausen. Who knows what you may find?
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JA\NE~S

CORNER
Planetariums close; new regimes cause personnel displacement; star people just move on somewhere else. But
as a former planetarium person, does one end his/her love
affair with space, astronomy and the sky? I think not.
It's in the blood. My mail shows it. I get brochures from
former planetarian Dick Norton's "Science Graphics"
company and Gary Stasiuk's "p3 S2 (Professional Planetarium Production Subscription Service)."
Former planetarian Rita Fairman picked up a temporary job at the Science Museum of Virginia; everyone knows
about Fred Reams's travelling planetarium in Maine. I've
lost track of what Norm Sperling is doing, but I'll bet it's
got something to do with star stuff somewhere.
Allen Varn went back to teaching; lots of teacherturned-planetarians go back when the winds of fortune
shift. And that reassures me somehow. Sneaky infiltration
of the teaching profession by these superbly inspired sky
people makes me think there is hope for the space-sky
Consider the
education of children of this country.
following:
Caller: "Hello? Is this Paul Khappenberger, Director
of the Science Museum of Virginia? I need some information about Astronomy, and this lady transferred
my call to you."
Paul: "Yes. Perhaps I can help; I'm an astronomer."
Caller: "Well, here's my problem, Dr. Knappenberger.
Do you have any information about the eccentricity
of Pluto's orbit around the sun? ... I'll bet you don't
get many questions like that, do you? ... I'm actually
calling for my son; he needs to know."
Paul: "Oh, is he doing a project for his college Astron0my class?"
Caller: "Yes, it's for a class project, but he's not in
college. He's in the third grade, and his teacher gave
him the assignment. Can you help?"
Paul: "Third grade? ... Did you say third grade? ...
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V-m-m-m ... Er ... Where does you son go to school;
who's his teacher? ... Oh, I see."

You guessed it. His teacher was a former US!

OVERHEARD
•
Jack Gross of Kingsport, Tennessee learned that the
Jacksonville, Florida Brest Planetarium is planning to construct a new planetarium dome, next to the old one. He
notes that this will be the first double-Brested planetarium
facility in the world!
•
Mike Ryan, planetarian at Howey-in-the-Hills, Florida,
was answering the commonly asked question: "You say
that planets look like stars in the sky. Well, how can you
tell the difference?" His answer: "Stars twinkle; planets do
not!"
•
Paul Knappenberger received another call. The caller
said: "I really want to thank you for informing us about
that planet alignment on the 1Oth of March. I did what you
said on the radio, went outside to look, and I was absolutely amazed! I did, I saw the nine planets all together in
a line,just like you said!"
A mother phoned planetarian Jane Geohegan of
•
Richmond to ask if her 9-year old son could "interview"
her about the stars as part of a class project. Jane prepared
herself for an "elementary" discussion about doggie shapes
and giant people in the sky made out of stars. Was she
surprised when the boy began the interview by reporting
that he had seen the "Cosmos" TV show and had wanted
to interview Carl Sagan, but his mother wouldn't let him!
(Apparently Jane was second choice). His first question
was: "How long do G2 stars like the sun stay on the Main
Sequence?"
•
Jack Horkheimer, from Miami Space Transit Planetarium, Florida, was one of several local personalities being
interviewed by a Miami newspaper on the subject of an
epitaph he would like. Jack's answer: " 'Keep Looking
Up' was my admonition; I can do nothing else in my
present position." Jack adds: "With my luck, I'll probably
be buried face down!"
END

